
NEPサーベイのメリット 
1. 広い = 統計的な研究 
2. 深い = 赤方偏移進化の研究 
3. N/MIRで連続的+多波長の測光データ　　　　　
= SED fit によるAGN成分分離 

4. NEP = 宇宙望遠鏡からの可視性が高く    
将来衛星との相性◎
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星形成抑制効果

バリオンの 
質量分布

銀河の 
星質量分布

近傍宇宙で、バリオン質量より星質量が顕著に小さい 
   ⇒    星形成を妨げる効果が過去にあった

Driver et al. 2009



星形成抑制効果
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z ≦ 1で星形成率が急降下 
   ⇒    星形成抑制効果はz ≦ 1で効果的だった

星形成率密度

Madau & Dickinson 14	
 改訂図



星形成抑制効果
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ブラックホールへの降着率と星形成率は良く似ている 
   ⇒    星形成抑制効果とブラックホールの関係は？
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銀河合体 
 銀河成長のメインメカニズム 
 星形成活動とブラックホールの活動が活発化 
!

活動銀河核(AGN) 
 活発化した銀河中心巨大ブラックホール 
 膨大な放射

銀河合体とAGNと星形成抑制効果



Narayanan et al. 2010

銀河合体とAGNと星形成抑制効果
AGN feedback 
- AGNからの膨大な放射により星形
成を抑制する効果 
!

赤外線銀河 
- ダストに隠された領域で活発な活動
が行われている銀河 
- 合体中の銀河は赤外線(で明るい)銀
河として観測されやすい

1708 D. Narayanan et al.
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Figure 3. Evolution of SFR, black hole accretion rate, and bolometric lu-
minosity for fiducial merger model DOG10. The bolometric luminosity
includes contributions from both stars and black holes. The yellow shaded
region shows when the galaxy would be selected in a F24 > 300 µJy flux
limited survey (the gap in the yellow region denotes a short time this par-
ticular simulated merger falls slightly below the F24 > 300 µJy flux density
limit). The SFR, black hole accretion and luminosity all peak near when the
galaxy is undergoing final coalescence. It is during this time that the galaxy
system is expected to peak in infrared luminosity. We note that the black
hole accretion rate and SFR are averages over 10 Myr intervals.

approach ∼1–2 M⊙ yr−1. The associated AGN feedback con-
tributes (along with gas consumption by star formation) to ter-
minating the starburst, and may render the black hole optically
luminous for a short period of time as feedback and gas depletion
clear sightlines (Springel et al. 2005b; Hopkins et al. 2005a,b), ac-
counting for the observed population of bright quasars (Hopkins
et al. 2006, 2008). The contribution of newly formed stars and an
embedded AGN drive the ∼1013 L⊙ bolometric luminosity during
the merger. It is during the final merger, when the starburst, black
hole accretion rate and bolometric luminosity are all near their peak
(T ≈ 0.65–0.75 Gyr; i.e. the shaded region in Fig. 3) that we expect
the infrared luminosity of the model galaxy to peak (Jonsson et al.
2006; Younger et al. 2009b; Narayanan et al. 2010).

3.2 The Evolution of the 24/R ratio in mergers

In Fig. 4, we plot the evolution of the 24/R ratio for fiducial merger
DOG10 placed at z = 2. As a reminder, Figs 2 and 3 serve as a
reference for the morphology, black hole accretion rate, SFR and
bolometric luminosity for this galaxy. The grey shaded region shows
the range of 24/R ratios as seen from eight isotropically placed
cameras outside the model galaxy, and thus reflects the dependence
of the 24/R ratio on viewing angle. The yellow shaded region shows
when the galaxy could be detected above the nominal F24 > 300 µJy
detection threshold at z = 2. We plot the 850 µm light curve as well
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Figure 4. 24/R and 850 µm light curves for fiducial model DOG10, mod-
elled at z = 2. The blue/red line is the sightline-averaged 24/R ratio as a
function of time, and the colour in this line denotes when the galaxy may be
visible as a bump galaxy (blue) or PL galaxy (red). (See Section 3.3 for a
discussion regarding the transition from bump to PL mid-IR SED.) The grey
shaded region highlights the range of 24/R ratios seen over eight isotropic
viewing angles, and thus reflects the sightline dependence of the 24/R ratio.
The yellow shaded region shows when the galaxy’s 24-µm flux density is
above a fiducial limit of 300 µJy. The break in the yellow shaded region is
a short phase when the galaxy drops just below 300 µJy. The black filled
star and circle near the top show when the SFR and black hole accretion
rates peak, respectively. The 850 µm flux density is overlaid as the purple
curve, and has its units on the right axis. As the galaxy passes through its
starburst-dominated phase, it may be visible as both a SMG (with F850 >

5 mJy) and a bump galaxy. The galaxy eventually transitions to becoming a
PL galaxy, and may be either starburst or AGN dominated during this time.

(with units on the right ordinate), though defer discussion of this
aspect of the figure until Section 5.1). We additionally note when
the galaxy would be a bump galaxy, and when it would be a PL
galaxy (as the red/blue colours in the 24/R light curve), but defer
discussion of this aspect of the galaxy’s evolution to Section 3.3.

Massive mergers at high redshift naturally produce DOGs dur-
ing their final coalescence. The galaxy appears the reddest during
the starburst/AGN activity associated with final coalescence [in our
fiducial DOG, we note that it is formally above the 24/R > 960
threshold for only a brief period of time. More massive models
(e.g. DOG1) form DOGs for longer duty cycles. DOG10 is, to
some degree, the rough minimum galaxy mass necessary in our
simulations to form a DOG]. The observed 24-µm thermal emis-
sion comes from two sources. During the inspiral phase, warm dust
in the diffuse ISM dominates the 24-µm emission. At times of
elevated SFR (e.g. during final coalescence; T ≈ 0.65 Gyr), H II re-
gions additionally contribute a substantial fraction of the observed
24-µm thermal emission allowing the galaxy to be selected in 24-
µm surveys. As gas consumption and the wind from the AGN ter-
minate both the starburst (Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005a)
and black hole growth (Younger et al. 2008b), the 24/R ratio fades.
Soon thereafter, the 24-µm flux density drops (with the bolometric
luminosity of the galaxy) such that the galaxy would no longer be
detectable with current instruments.

The 24/R > 1000 DOG criterion selects star-forming galaxies
which have large quantities of obscuring dust in the diffuse ISM.
The copious rest-frame UV photons produced by the starburst are
reprocessed into rest-frame 8-µm thermal radiation by dust both
within the H II regions and in the diffuse ISM. Though this point may
seem trivial, it is to be underscored that z ≈ 2 star-forming galaxies

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 407, 1701–1720
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Figure 3. Evolution of SFR, black hole accretion rate, and bolometric lu-
minosity for fiducial merger model DOG10. The bolometric luminosity
includes contributions from both stars and black holes. The yellow shaded
region shows when the galaxy would be selected in a F24 > 300 µJy flux
limited survey (the gap in the yellow region denotes a short time this par-
ticular simulated merger falls slightly below the F24 > 300 µJy flux density
limit). The SFR, black hole accretion and luminosity all peak near when the
galaxy is undergoing final coalescence. It is during this time that the galaxy
system is expected to peak in infrared luminosity. We note that the black
hole accretion rate and SFR are averages over 10 Myr intervals.

approach ∼1–2 M⊙ yr−1. The associated AGN feedback con-
tributes (along with gas consumption by star formation) to ter-
minating the starburst, and may render the black hole optically
luminous for a short period of time as feedback and gas depletion
clear sightlines (Springel et al. 2005b; Hopkins et al. 2005a,b), ac-
counting for the observed population of bright quasars (Hopkins
et al. 2006, 2008). The contribution of newly formed stars and an
embedded AGN drive the ∼1013 L⊙ bolometric luminosity during
the merger. It is during the final merger, when the starburst, black
hole accretion rate and bolometric luminosity are all near their peak
(T ≈ 0.65–0.75 Gyr; i.e. the shaded region in Fig. 3) that we expect
the infrared luminosity of the model galaxy to peak (Jonsson et al.
2006; Younger et al. 2009b; Narayanan et al. 2010).

3.2 The Evolution of the 24/R ratio in mergers

In Fig. 4, we plot the evolution of the 24/R ratio for fiducial merger
DOG10 placed at z = 2. As a reminder, Figs 2 and 3 serve as a
reference for the morphology, black hole accretion rate, SFR and
bolometric luminosity for this galaxy. The grey shaded region shows
the range of 24/R ratios as seen from eight isotropically placed
cameras outside the model galaxy, and thus reflects the dependence
of the 24/R ratio on viewing angle. The yellow shaded region shows
when the galaxy could be detected above the nominal F24 > 300 µJy
detection threshold at z = 2. We plot the 850 µm light curve as well
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Figure 4. 24/R and 850 µm light curves for fiducial model DOG10, mod-
elled at z = 2. The blue/red line is the sightline-averaged 24/R ratio as a
function of time, and the colour in this line denotes when the galaxy may be
visible as a bump galaxy (blue) or PL galaxy (red). (See Section 3.3 for a
discussion regarding the transition from bump to PL mid-IR SED.) The grey
shaded region highlights the range of 24/R ratios seen over eight isotropic
viewing angles, and thus reflects the sightline dependence of the 24/R ratio.
The yellow shaded region shows when the galaxy’s 24-µm flux density is
above a fiducial limit of 300 µJy. The break in the yellow shaded region is
a short phase when the galaxy drops just below 300 µJy. The black filled
star and circle near the top show when the SFR and black hole accretion
rates peak, respectively. The 850 µm flux density is overlaid as the purple
curve, and has its units on the right axis. As the galaxy passes through its
starburst-dominated phase, it may be visible as both a SMG (with F850 >

5 mJy) and a bump galaxy. The galaxy eventually transitions to becoming a
PL galaxy, and may be either starburst or AGN dominated during this time.

(with units on the right ordinate), though defer discussion of this
aspect of the figure until Section 5.1). We additionally note when
the galaxy would be a bump galaxy, and when it would be a PL
galaxy (as the red/blue colours in the 24/R light curve), but defer
discussion of this aspect of the galaxy’s evolution to Section 3.3.

Massive mergers at high redshift naturally produce DOGs dur-
ing their final coalescence. The galaxy appears the reddest during
the starburst/AGN activity associated with final coalescence [in our
fiducial DOG, we note that it is formally above the 24/R > 960
threshold for only a brief period of time. More massive models
(e.g. DOG1) form DOGs for longer duty cycles. DOG10 is, to
some degree, the rough minimum galaxy mass necessary in our
simulations to form a DOG]. The observed 24-µm thermal emis-
sion comes from two sources. During the inspiral phase, warm dust
in the diffuse ISM dominates the 24-µm emission. At times of
elevated SFR (e.g. during final coalescence; T ≈ 0.65 Gyr), H II re-
gions additionally contribute a substantial fraction of the observed
24-µm thermal emission allowing the galaxy to be selected in 24-
µm surveys. As gas consumption and the wind from the AGN ter-
minate both the starburst (Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005a)
and black hole growth (Younger et al. 2008b), the 24/R ratio fades.
Soon thereafter, the 24-µm flux density drops (with the bolometric
luminosity of the galaxy) such that the galaxy would no longer be
detectable with current instruments.

The 24/R > 1000 DOG criterion selects star-forming galaxies
which have large quantities of obscuring dust in the diffuse ISM.
The copious rest-frame UV photons produced by the starburst are
reprocessed into rest-frame 8-µm thermal radiation by dust both
within the H II regions and in the diffuse ISM. Though this point may
seem trivial, it is to be underscored that z ≈ 2 star-forming galaxies
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「あかり」北黄極領域サーベイ

北黄極

PI: H. Matsuhara, H. M. Lee 
指向観測の13%を投入 



北黄極領域サーベイ
No. 4] Deep Extragalactic Surveys with AKARI (ASTRO-F) 677

Fig. 2. Comparison of spectral response curves of AKARI wavebands for imaging and survey with those of other infrared astronomical satellites. Those
of ISO and IRAS are relative, while those of Spitzer telescope and AKARI are absolute in units of electrons per photon.

2.3. Mission Phases and Observation Programs

Observations with AKARI can be divided into the following
phases:

• PV phase [L(launch) + 1–L + 2 months]: observations
for performance verification of the whole system.

• Phase 1 (L + 2–L + 8 months): primarily for the all-
sky survey. However, pointed observations toward fields
close to the ecliptic poles are planned for orbits passing
through the South Altantic Anomaly (SAA).

• Phase 2 [L + 8–L + 18 months (boil-off of liquid He)]:
supplemental all-sky survey observations for areas not
sufficiently covered in Phase 1, and pointed observations
in any region on the sky.

• Phase 3 (after boil-off of liquid He): pointed observa-
tions with the IRC-NIR channel, which will continue to
function even after the boiling-off of the liquid He. The
duration of this phase is uncertain, and is limited by the
life of the mechanical coolers.

During the AKARI mission phases mentioned above, the
following observation programs are planned:

• Large-area Survey (LS): the all-sky survey, the primary
objective of the AKARI mission, as well as large-area
Spitzer/Legacy surveys in the pointing mode over two
dedicated fields near the ecliptic poles: the NEP (subsec-
tion 5.2) and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The
outline of the LS programs are described in Matsuhara
et al. (2005).

Fig. 3. Configuration of the field-of-views of the AKARI focal-plane
instruments, projected onto the sky. FSTS is the focal plane star sensors
for accurate determination of the telescope direction.
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NEPD: 0.6sq.deg 
L15=93.1µJy

NEPW: 5.4sq.deg 
L15=133.1µJy



GALEX

MegaCam

S-Cam

WIRCam
SPIRE

PACS

Chandra

MegaGam 
u*-band

多波長測光追観測

Maidanak

MegaCam!
g,r,i,z



分光観測

272              270              268
RA [deg]

3,084天体

Shim et al 2013,  
Oi et al. submitted, 
Takagi et al. in prep 
Miyaji et al. in prep 
Malkan et al. in prep 
Shogaki et al. in prep 



すばる/HSCデータ

- 10万天体@NEPWで、可視対応天体が見つかったの
は7.8万天体 
 ⇒ 2.2万天体はかなり強く減光している天体の可能性 
!

- ダストに埋もれたAGN/SFを調べるには 
　深い可視データが必要 

�#�� ��"� ��������#�� ��"� �������

Hyper Suprime-Cam



S14A, 2014/06/30	
r-band: 7 FoV

S15B, 2015/08/07-11	
g, i, z, Y-bands: 4 FoV 

(PI: T. Goto)

観測時間:　r: ?                               g: 5.2h, i: 0.2h, z: 0.2h, Y: 0.7h
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限界等級 
 g~27.0, i~25.5, z~25 
!

NEPWとのマッチング数   
 89178天体 

すばる/HSCデータ
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これまで見過ごされてきた 
「可視で非常に暗い」赤外線銀河を
1万天体以上新たに検出

~27.0



1. 広い  = 統計的な研究 
2. 深い  = 赤方偏移進化の研究 
3. N/MIRで連続的+多波長の測光データ 
　　　   = SED fit によるAGN成分分離 
4. NEP = 宇宙望遠鏡からの可視性が高く 
               将来衛星との相性◎

NEPサーベイのメリット



代表的な銀河のスペクトルエネルギー分布

サイエンスケース1.
SED fittingによるLAGN推定
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サイエンスケース1.

SED fittingによるAGN/SF分離

- 星形成とAGNのSEDが最も異なる波長をカバー 
- 赤外線銀河から、AGN候補を無バイアスに選定可 
- 全赤外線放射を、星形成由来とAGN由来に定量的に分離可

V. Buat et al.: Dust attenuation up to z ' 2 in the AKARI North Ecliptic Pole Deep Field

Fig. 5. Examples of fits with the two scenarios for the AGN component. Symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 3. Galaxy 1 (upper panels)
is detected in X-ray and identified as an AGN type 1, galaxy 2 (lower panels) is a ’typical’ galaxy of our sample, without any X-ray detection or
spectral classification. The left panels correspond to best models obtained with scenario 1 (⌧9.7 = 1, 6,  = 0o ) and right panels correspond to
best models obtained with scenario 2 (⌧9.7 = 6 and  = 0, 80o). All fits are good with consistent AGN fractions but the amount of dust attenuation
varies according to the adopted scenario.

3.4.2. Attenuation curves

Here we analyze the impact of changing the attenuation curve
on the estimation of attenuation, SFR, and stellar masses.
The code was run with the three di↵erent attenuation curves
described in Sect. 3.2.1 (B12, C00 and SMC-like). We adopt
scenario 1 as our fiducial scenario for the AGN component
(⌧9.7 = 1, 6 and  = 0) and check that the results do not depend
on the assumed AGN templates (scenario 1 or 2). The fits are
very good for the three attenuations curves: in all cases more
than 90% of the fits correspond to �2

r < 3. The SMC-like
curve is chosen as the best choice for 25 sources against 38
and 43 for C00 and B12, respectively, implying a slightly lower
pertinence for the SMC-like curve as compared to the two
others. Systematic di↵erences are found for AUV and AV as
shown in Fig.6. These di↵erences occur because of the limited
amount of data (if any) in the UV rest-frame range. Using the
B12 curve as the reference, a larger attenuation is found in the
V band for C00 together with a lower attenuation in the UV,
and inverse trends are found for the SMC-like curve. Opposite
variations found for the UV and V bands are explained by the
shape of the attenuation curve. The C00 slope is flatter than the
B12 and SMC-like slopes: for the same amount of IR emission,
the attenuation is lower in UV and higher in the V band. The
SMC-like curve is the steepest, giving the highest attenuation in

the V band and the lowest in the UV.

Linear regressions between the di↵erent estimations yield

AUV�C00 = 0.89 ⇥ AUV�B12 + 0.05, (3)
AUV�SMC = 1.12 ⇥ AUV�B12 � 0.04, (4)
AV�C00 = 1.18 ⇥ AV�B12 + 0.04, (5)
AV�SMC = 0.89 ⇥ AV�B12 � 0.03, (6)

where the values obtained with the B12 curve (AV�B12 and
AUV�B12) are taken as independent values for the regression.

The SFR is mainly constrained by the IR emission, so we
do not expect strong di↵erences and only small variations are
found. The variation of SFR is plotted against AUV in Fig.7.
< �(log(SFR) >= �0.04 dex and +0.02 dex between C00 and
B12, and SMC-like and B12, respectively. The discrepancy
increases with attenuation as expected: the di↵erence in attenua-
tion increases with the attenuation itself. With the C00 curve the
UV attenuation is found to be lower, so is the SFR, the inverse
holds for the SMC-like curve.

The estimations of stellar masses are una↵ected by chang-
ing the attenuation curve as long as AV <⇠ 1.4 mag. For higher

Article number, page 7 of 15

Buat, Oi et al. 2015
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サイエンスケース1.

SED fittingによるAGN/SF分離

赤外線銀河に対するLAGNとLSFの関係を統計的に調べられる
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Figure 3. Evolution of SFR, black hole accretion rate, and bolometric lu-
minosity for fiducial merger model DOG10. The bolometric luminosity
includes contributions from both stars and black holes. The yellow shaded
region shows when the galaxy would be selected in a F24 > 300 µJy flux
limited survey (the gap in the yellow region denotes a short time this par-
ticular simulated merger falls slightly below the F24 > 300 µJy flux density
limit). The SFR, black hole accretion and luminosity all peak near when the
galaxy is undergoing final coalescence. It is during this time that the galaxy
system is expected to peak in infrared luminosity. We note that the black
hole accretion rate and SFR are averages over 10 Myr intervals.

approach ∼1–2 M⊙ yr−1. The associated AGN feedback con-
tributes (along with gas consumption by star formation) to ter-
minating the starburst, and may render the black hole optically
luminous for a short period of time as feedback and gas depletion
clear sightlines (Springel et al. 2005b; Hopkins et al. 2005a,b), ac-
counting for the observed population of bright quasars (Hopkins
et al. 2006, 2008). The contribution of newly formed stars and an
embedded AGN drive the ∼1013 L⊙ bolometric luminosity during
the merger. It is during the final merger, when the starburst, black
hole accretion rate and bolometric luminosity are all near their peak
(T ≈ 0.65–0.75 Gyr; i.e. the shaded region in Fig. 3) that we expect
the infrared luminosity of the model galaxy to peak (Jonsson et al.
2006; Younger et al. 2009b; Narayanan et al. 2010).

3.2 The Evolution of the 24/R ratio in mergers

In Fig. 4, we plot the evolution of the 24/R ratio for fiducial merger
DOG10 placed at z = 2. As a reminder, Figs 2 and 3 serve as a
reference for the morphology, black hole accretion rate, SFR and
bolometric luminosity for this galaxy. The grey shaded region shows
the range of 24/R ratios as seen from eight isotropically placed
cameras outside the model galaxy, and thus reflects the dependence
of the 24/R ratio on viewing angle. The yellow shaded region shows
when the galaxy could be detected above the nominal F24 > 300 µJy
detection threshold at z = 2. We plot the 850 µm light curve as well
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Figure 4. 24/R and 850 µm light curves for fiducial model DOG10, mod-
elled at z = 2. The blue/red line is the sightline-averaged 24/R ratio as a
function of time, and the colour in this line denotes when the galaxy may be
visible as a bump galaxy (blue) or PL galaxy (red). (See Section 3.3 for a
discussion regarding the transition from bump to PL mid-IR SED.) The grey
shaded region highlights the range of 24/R ratios seen over eight isotropic
viewing angles, and thus reflects the sightline dependence of the 24/R ratio.
The yellow shaded region shows when the galaxy’s 24-µm flux density is
above a fiducial limit of 300 µJy. The break in the yellow shaded region is
a short phase when the galaxy drops just below 300 µJy. The black filled
star and circle near the top show when the SFR and black hole accretion
rates peak, respectively. The 850 µm flux density is overlaid as the purple
curve, and has its units on the right axis. As the galaxy passes through its
starburst-dominated phase, it may be visible as both a SMG (with F850 >

5 mJy) and a bump galaxy. The galaxy eventually transitions to becoming a
PL galaxy, and may be either starburst or AGN dominated during this time.

(with units on the right ordinate), though defer discussion of this
aspect of the figure until Section 5.1). We additionally note when
the galaxy would be a bump galaxy, and when it would be a PL
galaxy (as the red/blue colours in the 24/R light curve), but defer
discussion of this aspect of the galaxy’s evolution to Section 3.3.

Massive mergers at high redshift naturally produce DOGs dur-
ing their final coalescence. The galaxy appears the reddest during
the starburst/AGN activity associated with final coalescence [in our
fiducial DOG, we note that it is formally above the 24/R > 960
threshold for only a brief period of time. More massive models
(e.g. DOG1) form DOGs for longer duty cycles. DOG10 is, to
some degree, the rough minimum galaxy mass necessary in our
simulations to form a DOG]. The observed 24-µm thermal emis-
sion comes from two sources. During the inspiral phase, warm dust
in the diffuse ISM dominates the 24-µm emission. At times of
elevated SFR (e.g. during final coalescence; T ≈ 0.65 Gyr), H II re-
gions additionally contribute a substantial fraction of the observed
24-µm thermal emission allowing the galaxy to be selected in 24-
µm surveys. As gas consumption and the wind from the AGN ter-
minate both the starburst (Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005a)
and black hole growth (Younger et al. 2008b), the 24/R ratio fades.
Soon thereafter, the 24-µm flux density drops (with the bolometric
luminosity of the galaxy) such that the galaxy would no longer be
detectable with current instruments.

The 24/R > 1000 DOG criterion selects star-forming galaxies
which have large quantities of obscuring dust in the diffuse ISM.
The copious rest-frame UV photons produced by the starburst are
reprocessed into rest-frame 8-µm thermal radiation by dust both
within the H II regions and in the diffuse ISM. Though this point may
seem trivial, it is to be underscored that z ≈ 2 star-forming galaxies
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hole accretion rate and bolometric luminosity are all near their peak
(T ≈ 0.65–0.75 Gyr; i.e. the shaded region in Fig. 3) that we expect
the infrared luminosity of the model galaxy to peak (Jonsson et al.
2006; Younger et al. 2009b; Narayanan et al. 2010).

3.2 The Evolution of the 24/R ratio in mergers

In Fig. 4, we plot the evolution of the 24/R ratio for fiducial merger
DOG10 placed at z = 2. As a reminder, Figs 2 and 3 serve as a
reference for the morphology, black hole accretion rate, SFR and
bolometric luminosity for this galaxy. The grey shaded region shows
the range of 24/R ratios as seen from eight isotropically placed
cameras outside the model galaxy, and thus reflects the dependence
of the 24/R ratio on viewing angle. The yellow shaded region shows
when the galaxy could be detected above the nominal F24 > 300 µJy
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The yellow shaded region shows when the galaxy’s 24-µm flux density is
above a fiducial limit of 300 µJy. The break in the yellow shaded region is
a short phase when the galaxy drops just below 300 µJy. The black filled
star and circle near the top show when the SFR and black hole accretion
rates peak, respectively. The 850 µm flux density is overlaid as the purple
curve, and has its units on the right axis. As the galaxy passes through its
starburst-dominated phase, it may be visible as both a SMG (with F850 >

5 mJy) and a bump galaxy. The galaxy eventually transitions to becoming a
PL galaxy, and may be either starburst or AGN dominated during this time.

(with units on the right ordinate), though defer discussion of this
aspect of the figure until Section 5.1). We additionally note when
the galaxy would be a bump galaxy, and when it would be a PL
galaxy (as the red/blue colours in the 24/R light curve), but defer
discussion of this aspect of the galaxy’s evolution to Section 3.3.

Massive mergers at high redshift naturally produce DOGs dur-
ing their final coalescence. The galaxy appears the reddest during
the starburst/AGN activity associated with final coalescence [in our
fiducial DOG, we note that it is formally above the 24/R > 960
threshold for only a brief period of time. More massive models
(e.g. DOG1) form DOGs for longer duty cycles. DOG10 is, to
some degree, the rough minimum galaxy mass necessary in our
simulations to form a DOG]. The observed 24-µm thermal emis-
sion comes from two sources. During the inspiral phase, warm dust
in the diffuse ISM dominates the 24-µm emission. At times of
elevated SFR (e.g. during final coalescence; T ≈ 0.65 Gyr), H II re-
gions additionally contribute a substantial fraction of the observed
24-µm thermal emission allowing the galaxy to be selected in 24-
µm surveys. As gas consumption and the wind from the AGN ter-
minate both the starburst (Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005a)
and black hole growth (Younger et al. 2008b), the 24/R ratio fades.
Soon thereafter, the 24-µm flux density drops (with the bolometric
luminosity of the galaxy) such that the galaxy would no longer be
detectable with current instruments.

The 24/R > 1000 DOG criterion selects star-forming galaxies
which have large quantities of obscuring dust in the diffuse ISM.
The copious rest-frame UV photons produced by the starburst are
reprocessed into rest-frame 8-µm thermal radiation by dust both
within the H II regions and in the diffuse ISM. Though this point may
seem trivial, it is to be underscored that z ≈ 2 star-forming galaxies
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Figure 8. Left: plot of SF luminosity (LSF) vs. AGN bolometric luminosity (L(AGN)
bol ). The dotted line represents the correlation line for optically selected Seyfert

galaxies taken from Netzer (2009). All symbols and colors are the same as Figure 3. Right: schematic illustrating a scenario of AGN evolution from a pure SB galaxy
to an unburied AGN phase. T1 represents the evolutional stage when SB is triggered by merger, T2 when AGN activity is induced by a strong SB, T3 when SB activity
starts to decrease owing to the shortage of gas and feedback from the AGN, and T4 when both SB and AGN activities become weaker.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Note that the estimated bolometric AGN luminosity (L(AGN)
bol )

derived in Equation (10) can be overestimated. The relations
from Equations (8)–(10) are derived from the sample of nonhid-
den Seyfert AGNs, while our sources are infrared galaxies with
highly obscured (=hidden) AGNs. Therefore, our sources in this
study could have higher covering fraction of dusty torus than
those of Seyfert AGNs. This means that the ratio of mid-infrared
over bolometric luminosity in our sources could be larger than
those of Seyfert AGNs.

Figure 8 shows the LSF versus L
(AGN)
bol relations obtained

from our sample. The average luminosities of U/LIRG are
also plotted in the same figure. The dotted line corresponds
to the linear correlation obtained from optically selected Seyfert
galaxies obtained by Netzer (2009). Interestingly, all the sources
except two (IRAS F07353+2903 and ESO 286−IG19) are
located above the Seyfert line. This result may reflect the
difference in the evolutional stage of galaxies, from a pure SB
phase (U/LIRGs) to an unburied AGN phase (Seyferts). As
discussed in Section 5.2, U/LIRGs have recently experienced
or are facing mergers, which result in strong SB activity from
the epoch T1 to T2 in Figure 8. The SB also triggers AGN
activity, which continues from T2 to T3. Finally, the SB activity
is gradually weakened due to the shortage of gas and feedback
from the AGN, and the supply of matter from the host galaxy
onto the central engine also decreases, from T3 to T4. In
this framework of galaxy evolution, the evolutional stage of
ULIRGs should be a later phase of mergers than that of LIRGs.
The picture is in good agreement with observations that the
morphology of ULIRGs is more compact than that of LIRGs,
suggesting that ULIRGs have just finished the merger process
while that of LIRGs is still ongoing. This scenario suggests
that infrared galaxies containing buried AGNs could be an
earlier evolutional stage of AGNs, which will be evolved to
normal (unburied) Seyferts/QSOs. This scenario becomes much
more reasonable if our bolometric AGN luminosity (L(AGN)

bol ) is
overestimated as discussed in the previous paragraph because all
the points are shifted to the left in the figure. While our sample
size is still small, the new AGN diagnostics developed in this
paper can be applied to other sources. Further studies using a

well-defined complete sample of infrared galaxies should be
urged to complete our view of AGN evolution.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We obtained the AKARI 2.5–5.0 µm spectra of 22 infrared
galaxies at z < 0.35 selected mainly from three infrared
catalogs: bright ULIRG catalog (Klaas et al. 2001), IRAS 12 µm
galaxy catalog (Spinoglio et al. 2002), and IRAS bright galaxy
catalog (Soifer et al. 1987; Carico et al. 1988). This band
includes unique spectral features for finding “buried” AGNs,
the 3.3 µm PAH emission line and red continuum spectra
originated from AGN torus emission. We perform detailed
spectral fitting to these data by properly modeling the continuum
and emission/absorption features. This enables us to decompose
the continuum spectra into SB and AGN torus-dust components.
The results are summarized as follows.

1. Using the AGN diagnostics based on the torus-dust con-
tinuum (T (dust) > 200 K or L

(dust)
BB > 1042 erg s−1) and

3.3 µm PAH emission strength (EW3.3PAH < 40 nm), we
find that 14 out of the 22 infrared galaxies have buried
AGNs. We confirm the trend that the buried AGN fraction
increases with infrared luminosity: 17 ± 15% for normal
IRGs, 72 ± 13% for LIRGs, and 100+0

−37% for ULIRGs in
our sample. This suggests that the presence of buried AGNs
is ubiquitous in U/LIRGs.

2. The ratio L3.3PAH/LIR decreases with infrared luminosity.
This is opposed to the previous reports that L3.3PAH/LIR
have a constant value (Mouri et al. 1990; Imanishi 2002).
This decrease is possibly due to three effects: (1) destruction
of PAH molecules by X-rays emitted from the AGN, (2)
PAH destruction by merger processes, and (3) increase of
AGN contribution to the total infrared luminosity.

3. The energy contribution from the AGN torus-dust emission
to the total infrared luminosity also increases with infrared
luminosity, but it only reaches ∼7% in LIRGs and ∼20%
even in ULIRGs. This suggests that the majority of the total
infrared luminosity in U/LIRGs originates from SBs, not
from AGNs.
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サイエンスケース2.

Compton Thick AGNの探査
2017年打ち上げ予定のX線天文衛星Spectrum RG/eROSITA 
-  0.2~12keVまでのX線を捉えることが可能な全天サーベイ衛星 
- @ L2 
- NEPW領域を含むNEP方向の約25deg2に渡る撮像データ 
- Prof. R.Sunyaevと共同研究について協議中

基盤Ａ・Ｂ（一般）－２ 
研 究 目 的（つづき） 
クホールへの質量降着率のプロファイルが描
かれているが、ブラックホールを取り囲む物質
が厚いため、主に光電吸収により X線強度が著
しく弱くなっている AGN は見過ごされている
（図 2：水素柱密度 NH≥1024 cm-2を超えるもの
を CT AGNと呼ぶ）。前述のように多数の CT 
AGN の存在が必要とされているし、塵やガス
に隠されているフェーズは重要な AGN の進化
段階の一つかもしれない。また銀河の星形成と
の関連も理論的に予想されており、前述の未解
決課題(ii)に取り組む上で星形成の抑制をもた
らすのに十分な高光度の CT AGN がどれくら
い存在したかを調べることがまず必要である。 
以下では、(準)CT AGNの探査において期待される成果を見積もる。まず「あかり」のデータのみが
持つユニークな特徴（詳しくは「研究計画」(4.)）を活かし、NEP-Wide の赤外線銀河について可視光～
サブミリ波にわたる多波長データから、それぞれの銀河の全赤外線光度をAGN及び星形成由来の塵放
射成分に分離する。この方法は星形成成分の分離の不定性という問題はあるものの、X 線や可視光のよ
うにガスや塵に隠される効果はないので AGN 候補を無バイアスに抽出できるという長所がある。次に本
研究の主題である(準)CT AGN であることの検証を、X 線／赤外線光度比が小さいこと（図 3）、及び
1~10 keV のエネルギースペクトルの形状情報（図
2）を用いて行う。この方法は XMM Newton 偶発
X 線天体カタログと「あかり」全天赤外線源カタログ
を用いて数 10個の隠されたAGNについて検証さ
れている（Terashima, Matsuhara et al. 2015[論
文 6]）。図 3 には、我々が NEP-Deep領域でチャ
ンドラX線衛星データを用いて抽出したCT AGN
候補約 30 個も示した。この経験を基に、
NEP-Wide での eROSITA サーベイの予測性能
（「研究計画」2．表 1 下段）から、2-12 keV 帯で
600個以上、0.5－2keV帯で 3000個以上の比較
的高光度の AGN が検出され、そのうちNH≥1023.5 

cm-2 の（準）CT AGNが約 300個と予想しており、
統計的な議論が初めて可能になる。 
③ 研究の独創性・革新性 

これまでハーシェル及び Spitzer宇宙望遠鏡を用いて赤外線からAGN候補を抽出した先行研究があ
ったが、AGN 放射成分の評価に欠かせない中間赤外帯のカバーが不十分なため不定性が大きかった
（図 1の「赤外線（BH）」）。一方「あかり」は、中間赤外線波長を連続的カバーしており、AGN放射成分を
精度良く検出することができる（詳しくは「研究計画」(4.)）。これは現在「あかり」のデータのみが持つユニ
ークな特徴である。また eROSITA、HSC とSCUBA-2 の史上初の広視野サーベイ能力を活かし、z~1
からの現在に至る進化を系統的に明らかにする、という点に本研究の独創性・革新性がある。 
④ 予想される結果と意義（波及効果・普遍性） 

z~1 から現在までに、塵やガスに隠されて見過ごされていた AGN の統計的な議論、例えば CT AGN
の光度が宇宙の歴史の中でどう変化してきたか、等の議論が初めて可能となる。これにより未解決問題
「星形成率の下降現象」に、隠されたAGNが関係しているのかを探る第一歩となる。さらに本研究は平成
30 年に打ち上がるジェームズ・ウェッブ宇宙望遠鏡による中間赤外撮像・分光観測に向けての準備とな
る。衛星運用上の問題からジェームズ・ウェッブ宇宙望遠鏡の可視性は黄極方向は大変良い。従って
NEPに多波長データを蓄積しておくことは、我国の近未来の天文学の発展への布石ともいえる。 

図 3. 隠された／隠されていない AGNの X線
光度と赤外線光度（AGN成分）の比較。 

図 2. 隠された／隠されていない AGNからの X
線スペクトル (Ueda et al .2014)。 
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Figure 18. Left: infrared (8–1000 µm) AGN rest-frame luminosity versus hard (2–7 keV) observed X-ray luminosity. All objects shown have IR-SEDs
purely explainable by AGN activity (fAGN = 1). The different symbols represent: triangles – spectroscopically-confirmed type I AGN (broad emission lines),
diamonds – objects with optical spectra that do not show broad emission lines, small squares – IR-selected AGN that are also detected in the 2–7 keV band
with photometric redshifts (H12) only, downward arrows – IR-selected AGN that do not have a detection in the 2–7 keV band (internal threshold of ML
∼ 9.5). For these objects, we use the 90 per cent confidence upper flux limit (see Section 5.4) in the 2–7 keV band. The thickness of the arrows encodes
the redshift (continuous distribution) of the source. The black dotted line shows the correlation between the AGN IR luminosity and the X-ray luminosity
(⟨LX/LIR⟩ = 0.11). The grey lines show for different redshifts the expected attenuation of the 2–7 keV X-ray luminosity caused by an intrinsic absorption
of NH = 1024 cm−2 using our MYTORUS model. Right: IR-selected objects where the AGN contribution to the total 8–1000 µm (IR) rest-frame luminosity is
0.05 ≤ fAGN < 1.

compute an upper limit on the 2–7 keV luminosity. Fig. 18 also
shows the constant line LX/LIR = 0.11, representing our X-ray
unabsorbed AGN in the LIRG sample with fAGN = 1. We find
three IR-pure AGN which are also detected in the X-rays and have
spectroscopic data. These objects are classified as type I AGN (broad
emission lines in the optical spectra). We show their location in the
diagram. Type I AGN, as well as the X-ray detected objects for
which we have only photometric redshifts (small squares), scatter
around the derived median X-ray to IR-selected AGN luminosity
ratio for unabsorbed AGN (⟨LX/LIR⟩ = 0.11).

We compute the ratio of LX/LIR corresponding to NH = 1024 cm−2

with our MYTORUS model as explained above. Because of the
K-correction, this ratio depends on redshift, thus we calculate the
ratio for z = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. We consider a real Chandra ACIS
response matrix and the model X-ray spectrum (MYTORUS) to calcu-
late the decrease in the 2–7 keV count rate due to absorption. Then,
the decrease in the count rate is converted into a decrease in the
observed X-ray luminosity to yield the lines with NH = 1024 cm−2

in Fig. 18.
The upper limits of LX/LIR for the X-ray non-detected IR-pure

AGN have a median value of 0.017, which is close to the value
expected from those with NH = 1024 cm−2. The median redshift of
the IR-selected AGN without X-ray detections is ⟨z⟩ ∼ 1.0. We also
encode the redshift of the individual sources in the thickness of the
arrows in Fig. 18 (increasing thickness = increasing redshift). The
most promising Compton-thick candidates are the objects that have
a ratio of LX/LIR consistent with the presence of intrinsic column
densities NH ≥ 1024 cm−2 at the object’s redshift. Consequently, we
call those objects strong Compton-thick AGN candidates and those
with upper limits of the LX/LIR ratios indicating lower amount of
absorptions possible Compton-thick AGN candidates, i.e. those that
can have NH ≥ 1024 if the LX is lower than the observed upper
limit. For those objects, deeper X-ray observations could determine
whether they are strong Compton-thick AGN candidates or not.

Among the 26 IR-selected AGN with no X-ray detections
(Fig. 18, left-hand panel), we identify 10 (total sample: 42

IR-selected AGN) strong Compton-thick AGN and 16 possible
Compton-thick AGN candidates. In addition, two IR-selected AGN
that are detected in the X-ray fulfil the selection criterion for a strong
Compton-thick AGN candidate. Therefore, roughly 30 per cent of
all IR pure AGN (fAGN = 1) are strong Compton-thick AGN can-
didates. This is in agreement with Brightman & Ueda (2012) who
estimate that the Compton-thick AGN fraction at a redshift of z ∼
1–4 is about 40 per cent based on data from the CDF-S. Since the
X-ray flux limit is known as a function of the position, we can count
how many of them could not have been detected in 2–7 keV, even
if it were not absorbed in X-rays, i.e. if LX/LIR, AGN = 0.11. None
of the IR-pure AGN falls in that category.

We create the same figure for the IR AGN/SB mix objects
(0.05 ≤ fAGN < 1; Fig. 18, right-hand panel). This sample con-
tains 170 IR-selected AGN with no X-ray detections. Their median
⟨LX/LIR, AGN⟩ = 0.031. In comparison to Fig. 18 (left-hand panel),
these objects also have lower IR and X-ray luminosities.

Our sensitivity map shows that the X-ray limiting flux at the
locations of 36 out of the 170 IR AGN/SB mix objects would also not
been detected even if these AGN were unabsorbed. Consequently,
excluding these 36 objects, the X-ray detection fraction among the
IR AGN/SB mix is 24 per cent. These numbers are shown in Table 2
in parentheses. In these 170 non-X-ray-detected IR AGN/SB mix
objects, we find 15 strong Compton-thick AGN candidates and 119
possible Compton-thick AGN candidates.

7 SU M M A RY

We present the data reduction, source catalogue, sensitivity maps,
90 per cent confidence upper flux limit maps, and first analysis of
the 300 ks Chandra survey in the AKARI NEP Deep Field. The IRC
on board AKARI provides NIR to MIR measurements with contin-
uous wavelength coverage over 2–25 µm in nine filters. This fills
the 9–20 µm gap between the Spitzer IRAC+MIPS instruments,
and allows efficient selection of AGN at 0.5 ! z ! 1.5 in the IR.
The AKARI NEP Deep Field is one of the deepest surveys ever
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log LIR, AGN [erg s-1]

隠されてない
AGN

↓：赤外線で見つかったAGN候補

NEPDで見つかって
いるCT-AGN候補

SED fitting AGN候補のうち 
 「塵に深く隠された(特にCompton Thick) AGN」 
がどれくらい存在するかを統計的に調べることが出来る

- semi-CT AGN 
(log(NH)~23.5)が
NEPW内に~300個
見つかると予想



まとめ

1. 広い  = 統計的な研究 
2. 深い  = 赤方偏移進化の研究 
3. N/MIRで連続的+多波長測光データ 
　　　= SED fit によるAGN成分分離 
4. NEP = 宇宙望遠鏡からの可視性◎ 
               将来衛星との相性◎
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